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By Bruce Howard Hamilton

iUniverse. Paperback. Condition: New. 128 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.3in.SMUG SENRYU -3-
- a collection of 240 syllabic haikulike itemettes - is intended to be a quite jokey and fun continuation
of the same authors previous SMUG SENRYU -2. - The essential smugness may be seen in how the
author of this relatively new aggregation strove to cling absolutely to rigorous aspects of 5-7-5 in
terms of counting the included syllables; also, each of the individual brief items might seem to insist
on being only one basic English sentence. That no wish or attempt ever existed to honor some of
Bashos supposedly absolute haiku approaches may seem at least hugely to validate the modern
and perhaps generic title aspect senryu This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A really amazing pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. This really is for anyone who statte there was not a worth reading through. Your daily life span is
going to be transform when you comprehensive looking at this book.
-- Ma la chi B r a un-- Ma la chi B r a un

It in a single of the best pdf. it had been writtern quite properly and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Mr . Ma xim o Johns-- Mr . Ma xim o Johns
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